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Abstract
This study was conducted in partial fulfillment of the honors program at the University of
Rhode Island (URI). The purpose of this study was to research and document the current patent
process for students at URI, and suggest improvements to make the process more efficient for all
concerned.
During my study of the patenting process, I contacted university professors and
interviewed them about their experiences patenting research. After this, I spoke with the Division
of Research and Economic Development at URI to discover more about how the University of
Rhode Island handles research patents. I was allowed to sit in on an Intellectual Property
Committee meeting, during which time a multidisciplinary team of professors gathered to hear
about the research being done by their colleagues. The Division of Research and Economic
Development’s staff explained the types of patents and their associated costs. Research deemed
profitable by the committee is funded and proceeds to be reviewed by a patent lawyer who helps
the researcher formally apply for a patent. Finally, I acquired a successful and unsuccessful
patent application for comparison and contrast. From these experiences and my private studies of
the U.S. patent office website, I have created a detailed guide of all the information a researcher
might need to complete the patent application process.
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Background
Next year I will be attending graduate school to attain a PhD in Mechanical Engineering
and Materials Science. During this time, I will be completing a research fellowship which
involves the study of new forms of green energy. The field of green energy is expanding and new
inventions have the potential to be incredibly profitable if they are efficient and competitive in
today’s market. It is likely that my research will need to be protected from competitors looking
to create similar products for harvesting green energy. In order to better prepare myself to write
applications for patents on this research, I have completed a comprehensive study of the patent
application process. This project has allowed me to discover the pathway to a successful patent
application from the position of a researcher at a university or college.
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Introduction
Today we live in the age of technology where information flies at the speed of light
through the air, over the Internet, and into a multitude of electronic devices. Though in many
situations the power to transfer endless amounts of information instantaneously is beneficial to
our advancement, it can also be dangerous. Unprotected intellectual property could be stolen and
transferred just as quickly as your last status update on Facebook or text message to mom. This
means that now more than ever the patent is instrumental to the financial success of an inventor
and his/her affiliation. However, the procedure for obtaining a patent is complicated and in most
cases extremely expensive. For this reason it is important that an inventor or affiliation who
intends to apply for a patent does so successfully the first time. As it is my life goal to become a
research and teaching professor at a university or college it is likely that I will want to patent my
findings. In order to better prepare myself and others to write applications for patents I have
completed a comprehensive study of the university patent application process. This study does
not simply explain the process which all applicants must go through in order to submit an
application for a patent. It also provides the inventor with a guide that will strengthen their
presentation to the university review board and their patent application prior to submittal. By
following this process an inventor will become more aware of the patentability of their product.
The process will instruct them to understand disclosure laws, investigate competing patents,
conduct market research, and highlight novel features in an attempt to bolster their application.
During the process the inventor may decide that they no longer believe that a patent would be
beneficial or possible to attain. They may also decide that the product needs more work before
they can submit an application. The abandonment or reevaluation of their product will save the
inventor and affiliation the time and money which could have been wasted on a hopeless
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application. If the inventor completes this process finds that the product is still patentable they
will have the best chance to submit a successful application. This is because they will understand
both what the university review board and the United States Patent Office needs to know in order
to evaluate the strength of the intellectual property. This information will allow these committees
to quickly decide on the patent and save the inventor valuable protection time. The sooner the
patent is received the sooner the product can be marketed and sales can begin.
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Methodology
I began my project by researching the United States Patent Office’s website for
information regarding the patent application process. The USPTO website is a great resource for
all information regarding patents, trademarks, and intellectual property laws. From the homepage
you can gain access to a simple flow chart of the patent process, file and appeal an application
online, view your fee schedule and pay your fees, and even check the status of a submitted
application. Using the website as a resource I was able to gain a broad understanding of how to
apply for a patent. I then began to search patents to get an idea of how they are written and what
they include. Astounded by the sheer volume and diversity of the patents I decided to follow
another path to gain this understanding and reached out to professors here at the university who
had successfully applied for patents.
I then contacted university professors and interviewed them about their experiences when
patenting research at the University of Rhode Island. Dr. Ying Sun was one professor whom I
spoke with about a patent he received in 2004. He and his students patented a device to help
paralyzed persons communicate via sniff and puff technology. This patent and Professor Sun’s
invention disclosure helped me to understand what a successful application could look like.
Next I spoke with the Division of Research and Economic Development to find out more
about how the university handles intellectual property. Here I learned about the universities
policies regarding intellectual property and the process of patenting through the university.
Heather Davis and Raymond Walsh helped to explain the process of patenting at a university and
introduced me to the Intellectual Property Committee. After explaining my project and agreeing
to sign a nondisclosure form I was granted access to the April 1st meeting of the IPC.
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While attending the Intellectual Property Committee meeting I listened to researchers
seeking patents present their ideas to the committee for review. I was able to observe the format
of the meetings and the presentations. At this meeting a multidisciplinary team of professors
from the university’s many colleges gather to hear about the research being done by their
colleagues. After the researchers have presented their intellectual property the committee
deliberated on the merit of the projects and their prospects. Since the application process is so
costly the university can only afford to fund projects which they believe will eventually become
profitable. During this meeting I was fortunate enough to see what a successful and unsuccessful
presentation looked like. This allowed me to compare and contrast them identifying what was
important to the IPC. I then participated in a discussion with the IPC detailing what they need to
know about a project in order to decide whether or not to pursue a patent. A description of The
Intellectual Property Committee, their By Laws, and Factors Typically Considered by the IPC
can be found in Appendix A.
After compiling everything I had learned I choose to create a flowchart detailing the
patent application process in a university setting. This flow chart combined the simple USPTO
application process with the IPC needs list and the typical IPC decisions regarding how and
where to apply for a patent. Following this chart will allow a patent applicant the best chance for
success during his or her presentation. It will also save the university time and money through
the self elimination of patent applicants. Applicants who are not ready to patent a product or
cannot patent their product will learn this during the process and the IPC will not need to meet to
deliberate on their research. The use of this process will also benefit the inventor by increasing
the readiness level and strength of their intellectual property before an application is submitted.
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Results
R

Figure #1

United Staates Patent Office
O
Patentt Applicationn Process Floow Chart

This
T simple flow
f
chart crreated by thee USPTO cann be used to help an inveentor decidee if he
or she caan apply forr a patent an
nd what typ
pe of patent they shouldd apply for. It also proovides
convenieent links to other
o
inform
mation on thee website reggarding the ppatent application proceess. It
does not however ex
xplain how to
t apply for a patent thrrough a univversity or otther affiliatioon. It
n how to writte a patent ap
pplication orr provide guuidelines for its contents..
also doess not explain
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Figure #2

Intellectuaal Property Committee’s
C
Decision Fllow Chart Thhis decision tree

created by
b the Intelleectual Properrty Committtee describess the differennt decisions the IPC can
make afteer an invento
or presents their
t
research
h. It does noot describe w
what should bbe presentedd by a
patent ap
pplicant in th
he invention disclosure. It
I also does nnot describee what actionns the inventtor
should taake during th
he time in beetween the deecisions madde by the IPC
C.
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Figure #3
#

Worrld Intellectu
ual Property Organizationn’s Patent C
Corporation T
Treaty Timeline

This
T timeline created by the
t World In
ntellectual Prroperty Orgaanization dettails the stepps
that an in
nventor mustt take after filing
f
for a fo
oreign patentt in order to hold rights iin other
countriess. It is a good
d guide for th
hose who haave already ccompleted thheir US pateent applicatioon
and are seeking foreiign protectio
on as well as domestic. Itt does not hoowever explaain the fees
associateed with foreign applicatio
ons or transllation of doccuments.
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Figure #4
4

Patent Application
n Process Floow Chart Byy Andrew Scchicho

This
T complex
x flow chart describes thee process whhich should be followedd by an invenntor
in order to
t provide th
hem with thee best chancee to file a succcessful pateent applicatiion at a
university
y. The chart describes ho
ow to decidee if your prooduct is patenntable basedd on disclosuures
and existting patents. It will help the inventorr decide if thheir product oor process has any
competitors and if it is ready to be
b patented. It also detaills the markeet research, innvestor
identificaation, and manufacturabiility studies,, which shouuld be done bby an inventtor prior to thheir
invention
n disclosure. Finally it ex
xplains the decisions
d
of tthe intellectuual propertyy committee
based on the presentaation of the product.
p
Unllike the IPC decision treee this flow cchart describbes
the steps which shou
uld be taken by
b an inventtor in betweeen IPC decissions. It doess not includee
detailed descriptions
d
of everythin
ng the IPC needs
n
to see iin the presenntation. Thiss is because
patent ap
pplications arre very diverrse and the information nneeded in thhese fields is different foor all
patents. Instead
I
the chart
c
includees an addition
nal research and testing section wheere the invenntor
should an
nalyze his orr her results and present them to the IPC along w
with the finanncial evaluattion.
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Discussion
The Patent Application flow chart can be used as a guide to creating a good presentation
to the intellectual property committee and a better patent application. Information not contained
in the flow chart directly is discussed in more detail here. In this report you will find a
breakdown of the five sections of the flow chart and what needs to be accomplished in these
sections. The first section of the chart is patentability which is defined by the United States
Patent and Trademark Office and the Patent Corporation Treaty’s intellectual property laws.
Patentability is based primarily on two different sets of laws set forth by the USPTO and
the PCT. The first set of laws discusses the issue of patentability with respect to disclosure of
intellectual property. It is the policy of the PCT that any disclosure of intellectual property voids
the inventor’s rights to it in a foreign market. This means that on the date IP is disclosed it can no
longer be patented outside the United States. However the USPTO grants all inventors a one year
grace period after initial disclosure of their IP. This means that an inventor is still entitled to his
or her rights if he or she files an application for a patent within one year after initial disclosure.
The disclosure date must be verified by persons other than the inventor and the application must
be received before 365 days have passed from this date. It is important to note that if during this
period another inventor tries to file an application as the original inventor dated notes or tests can
be used to show earlier development and rights to the product. Disclosure is defined as the public
unveiling of a product or process and can come in many forms. Writing a journal article or
detailing your study in any form other than a non revealing abstract can be considered disclosure.
A dissertation or public thesis defense can also be considered disclosure and any online blog or
forum posts are also considered full disclosure. Because you will forfeit your foreign rights upon
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disclosure and begin the countdown to your US grace period you must consider wisely the
publication of your work. If it is possible to delay such publications this may be a better option
than accelerating your patent application process by publishing your studies. The second set of
laws that define patentability both in the US and all foreign countries governed by the PCT are
much more subjective. Unlike the objective laws regarding disclosure and its timelines
patentability based on the products novelty is highly debatable. Novelty is the patent committee’s
feelings that your product is significantly different or improved as compared to patented products
which already exist. The degree of novelty is defined by the inventor in their patent application
through making specific claims. However in the end the patent committee will decide whether or
not to issue a patent when similar products exist. Because this will prevent a patent from being
issued to the inventor the flow chart suggests extensive patent searches both on the USPTO
website and WIPO website. This way if similar products are patented the inventor can be
especially careful when making claims to differentiate their product from the one which already
exists.
Once the patentability of the product is confirmed an inventor can move into the second
section of the flow chart which outlines the Research and Analysis of the product. First an
inventor should consider their products feasibility if it can be created and will operate as
proposed then they should proceed. Next the inventor should use an engineering or design
flowchart like the one in appendix B to help optimize the concept. After the concept has been
sufficiently reworked they can attempt to address the needs list of the IPC. Completing studies in
the areas designated by the IPC will ensure that all the information the IPC needs is included in
the invention disclosure and invention presentation. In this section inventors should consider the
Technical Merit, Proprietary Position, Competitive Environment, Regulatory Issues, and their
12 | P a g e

personal interest in bringing their product to market. The Technical Merit of the project can be
defined by the degree of novelty, feasibility, and ease of use of the product. It may be beneficial
to have experts from your field analyze your potential product and help you optimize it. If you do
have outside help make sure that you do not violate disclosure laws by having persons involved
sign nondisclosure agreements or seeking help within your project group. Once you have verified
that your project is worthy of being patented your next step is to identify your Proprietary
Position and Competitive Environment. This involves identifying the type of intellectual
property and scope of the project which they plan to complete. The inventor should then address
the competitive nature of the IP’s environment and its strength compared to other products in this
environment. An example of a type of IP is pharmaceuticals and a scope would be painkillers.
Obviously this is a very competitive environment as many products exist in this field. The
inventor should gauge the strength of their IP by testing it versus competitor’s products and
showing its superiority. The study of competing technologies will help the inventor to define
their products competitive advantages and any potential infringement issues with the product.
After the product is evaluated against its competitors and in its environment the IPC will want to
know what regulatory issues thee product will face during production and sale. If we continue
with the pharmaceutical example the regulatory issues the inventor would face are high and
include strict Food and Drug Administration regulations. However the inventor should also
consider smaller regulatory agencies such as those run by specific states or industries. All such
regulations throughout the processing and sale of the product should be reported for
consideration by the IPC. Finally after these studies have been completed the inventor should
discuss his or her interest in bringing the final product to market. They should detail how they
want to be involved and if they want to sell the patent to a large firm or start a new business.
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The third section of the flow chart is the Financial Evaluation of the product or process
for which the inventor is seeking a patent. This is one of the most important sections of the flow
chart as it will help both the IPC and the inventor decide if the product is worth patenting. The
first step is to perform market research which evaluates the Market Attractiveness and Time to
Market. Based on both a domestic and foreign market size the inventor should estimate a market
share and annual sales of the product in a dollar value. They should write down any barriers to
market which might come up including foreign policy, customer education requirements, and
delivery needs. For example if your painkiller is to be sold in remote sections of third world
countries barriers to market would include customer education, sterile storage and delivery, and a
low price factor. After you have identified a market you will need to identify possible investors
for your product including companies or venture capitalists. The inventor should consider the
investors ability to fund the development of the product and level of interest in its purchase. If it
is determined that the product will have a market and investors then the inventor needs to study
the manufacturability of the product. They need to consider the special tools, skilled personnel,
or facilities they will need in order to produce the product. Another important part of this study is
the environmental health and safety of the processing plants. Finally the quality control needed
in the product must be addressed and added to the main manufacturing process of the product.
When all of these factors have been considered the inventor must weigh the resources required
versus the benefits of patenting the product. This must be done at the end of all the other studies
because factors from all of them will be considered in this final decision. If after reviewing the
time to market, seed money, development resources, and manufacturing efforts needed the
inventor deems that the product is still profitable they should proceed. Disclosing the invention
to the university and preparing a presentation for the IPC including all their previous findings.
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The next step in the flow chart is the invention Disclosure and Presentation to the
Intellectual Property Committee. If the inventor has followed the flow chart very little will need
to be done in this section and more than enough information will exist for a report to the IPC.
The inventor should start by filling out the Division of Research and Economic Development’s
Invention Disclosure form. An example of a disclosure form from Professor Ying Sun’s
successful patent application is provided in appendix C and his patent can be found in appendix
D. It is important to note that any IP generated with university funds or facilities is partially the
property of the university unless released to the inventor by the IPC. Next the inventor will need
to present their findings to the IPC for review and consideration. The Presentation should include
all developments made on the product and should highlight the research done in sections two and
three of the flow chart.
The final section of the flow chart details the IPC Decisions and Patent Timeline
regarding these decisions. The decisions that the IPC can make are detailed in figure #2 and
include filings for provisional, domestic, and foreign patents based on the protection need of the
product. The first decision is to file for a provisional patent which offers nine months of
protection in the United States only for a fee of $110.00. This is the first step normally taken by
the IPC because it protects the Intellectual property of the inventor and allows them time to
develop the product further. The second step is to file a full domestic patent application which
offers 20 years of protection in the United States only. The fee is $10,000.00 and the patent has
required maintenance fees at 3-1/2, 7-1/2, and 11-1/2 years of $980.00, $2480.00, and $4110.00.
If the entity filing for a patent can claim that they are a small business (less than 50 personnel) or
a not for profit organization the maintenance fees are halved. The third step in the IPC’s decision
tree is the application for foreign patents. Filing through the World Intellectual Property
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Organizaation’s Paten
nt Corporatio
on Treaty alllows the appplicant 30 moonths to com
mplete their
patent ap
pplication du
uring develop
pment. The PCT
P
timelinne can be seeen in figure ##3 and detaills the
steps an inventor
i
must take durin
ng this appliccation. This filing providdes twenty yyears protecttion
in all cou
untries for which
w
a paten
nt is desired and
a cost $400,000.00 pluus a country ffee and
translatio
on fee which
h can cost between $2,00
00.00 and $55,000.00. Thee country fees are detailed in
figure #5
5 and are diffferent for each patent baased on type and scope oof the intellecctual propertty.

Figure #5
#

Worlld Intellectuaal Property O
Organizationn’s Country F
Fees

After thee IPC has deccided where patents willl be applied ffor the invenntor is requirred to meet w
with
a patent lawyer
l
to ideentify the claaims of the patent.
p
The cclaims of thee patent will define the eexact
scope of the IP in tecchnical termss which will allow proseecutors to prootect the righhts of the
inventor. These claim
ms are imporrtant becausee they will ddefine what iis protected bby the patent and
highlightt the key feattures of the IP
I for the paatent committtees which w
will decide iits fate. Good
claims which
w
show th
he novelty of
o the patent without exaaggerating arre what causee the patent
committeees to favor applications
a
and are therrefore of exttreme importtance.
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Conclusions
From this project a document with a detailed account of all the information regarding the
patenting process at a university has been created. The goals related to the project including the
creation of the manuscript have been surpassed. In addition to this description a flow chart has
been created to simplify the process and provide a general path for applicants to follow. The use
of both the flow chart and the paper as a resource would ensure an applicant’s preparedness to
present to the IPC and apply for a patent. In the future this flow chart and related manuscript
should be referenced by all University of Rhode Island patent applicants. This flow chart will
better prepare any inventor for their meeting with the review board of a university and equip
them with the knowledge they will need to write a good patent application. The detail included in
the report should answer any questions the inventor might have about what tasks they should
accomplish in each section of the report. The report also contains information on the
international patenting system which was not included in original study.
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Appendix A
5.30.10 The Intellectual Property Committee (IPC) shall represent and act for the
University in intellectual property policy matters subject to the approval of the President of the
University (see sections 10.40.10-10.44.10).
5.30.11 The Intellectual Property Committee shall consist of eleven members. Six shall
be faculty members or center/institute/laboratory directors chosen to reflect a diversity of
expertise, appointed to three year staggered terms (three shall be appointed by the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs and three by the Senate Executive Committee). One
additional faculty member shall be appointed to a three-year term by the President. The
remaining four shall be ex officio voting members: the Vice President for Research and
Economic Development, the Director or Associate Director of Industrial Research and
Technology Transfer (The Research Office), the Chair of the Council for Research and a
representative from the URI General Counsel's Office. The Vice President for Research and
Economic Development shall chair the committee.
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The University of Rhode Island Intellectual Property Committee Bylaws
Section 1: Purpose, Membership Duties, and Responsibilities of the Committee
1.1 The purpose, membership, duties, and responsibilities of the Intellectual Property
Committee of the University of Rhode Island are as described in the relevant sections of
the University Manual which shall be controlling in the event of any conflict with these
rules.

Section 2: Meetings
2.1 General Meetings. General meetings shall be held during the academic year at
least once a month or as necessary to accomplish the work of the committee at such
time and place as determined by the chair of the committee.
2.2 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the committee may also be convened by
chair of the committee both during or after the academic year.
2.3 Meeting Agenda. The chair shall provide each member of the committee with a
meeting agenda in advance of the meeting. Except as otherwise provided; however, the
failure to provide an agenda shall not prevent the committee from conducting business.
2.4 Notice of Meetings. The chair shall provide each member of the committee with
notice of the date, time, and place of each general and special meeting. An advance
schedule of general meetings shall constitute sufficient notice of the general meetings
contained in the schedule.
2.5 Minutes. In all cases, the chair shall arrange for the taking of minutes of all
meetings of the committee in order to keep a record of the committee's deliberations
and decisions.
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Section 3: Transaction of Business
3.1 Quorum. Seven members of the committee shall constitute a quorum necessary
to transact business. Proposals or other business before the committee shall be decided
by simple majority vote.
3.2 Voting. Each member of the committee shall be entitled to one vote. Voting may
be oral, provided, however, that written vote shall be taken upon the request of any
member present at the meeting.
3.3 Action Without Meetings. Except as otherwise provided, all actions of the
committee shall be taken at a scheduled meeting. When necessary, actions of the
committee may be taken without a meeting by polling the committee members. The
poll shall be conducted by the chair or the designee of the chair. The results of the
action by poll shall be reported to the committee at its next scheduled meeting which
report shall include the question presented, the members polled and the vote of each
member polled. Nothing contained herein shall prohibit the chair or designee of the
chair from taking good faith action necessary or appropriate to protect the interests of
the committee or the University in exceptional circumstances. In such cases a written
report of the action so taken shall be presented to the committee at its next meeting
and shall be entered into the minutes of said meeting.
3.4 Rules. The current edition of Sturgis Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure
governs the committee in all parliamentary situations that are not specifically provided
for in its bylaws or its adopted rules.
3.5 Confidentiality. The URI intellectual property (IP) policy states that the IPC shall
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represent URI and that all review of IP governed under the terms of that policy, as well
as all decisions regarding the protection of said IP, shall be the responsibility of the IPC.
In discharging this responsibility the IPC will be presented with proprietary information
(including without limitation: original ideas, products, processes/methods, machines,
manufactures, compositions of matter, plans, data, drawings, blueprints, specifications,
systems, customers' or suppliers' names, etc; and expressions thereof). While
dissemination of information is key to advancing scientific research, an enabling
disclosure of an invention without a written obligation of confidentiality may affect
intellectual property rights. Consequently, it is necessary that participation in the IPC
includes acceptance of the following obligations:
3.5.1 Specific information received in the course of IPC business shall: be kept
confidential and shall not be used in any way other than for conducting the
work of the IPC, and; not be disclosed to third parties with sufficient
specificity to enable one of ordinary skill in the pertinent art to practice the
invention unless under a written non‐disclosure agreement made in
accordance with URI policies and these bylaws.
3.5.2 This obligation will not apply to (a) information that was known to the IPC
participant prior to its receipt, directly or indirectly, from the IPC, (b)
information that is now or hereinafter becomes, through no act or failure to
act on the IPC participant’s part, generally known on a nonconfidential basis,
(c) information hereinafter rightfully furnished to the IPC participant by a
third party as a matter of right and without restriction on disclosure, or (d)
non confidential information regarding an invention disseminated after rights
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to that invention have been protected (e.g. by the filing of a patent or
trademark application).
3.5.3 The obligations set forth in Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall terminate one (1) year
after a participant leaves the IPC.
3.5.4 IPC participants shall obtain no right of any kind in the Information by
reason of participation in the IPC.
3.5.5 Any breach of the non‐disclosure provisions of these bylaws by an IPC
participant may result in the participant being liable for such unauthorized
disclosures.
3.6 Factors for IP Review. While the IPC may weigh many factors in deciding upon an
appropriate course of action, factors that are typically considered in making
decisions are identified in Appendix A.

Section 4: Amendments to the Bylaws
4.1 The bylaws of the committee can only be amended at a regularly convened
meeting by simple majority vote; however, the amendments may not be voted on at the
meeting in which they are first moved.
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Factors Typically Considered by the IPC:
1. Technical Merit:
Degree of Novelty, Stage of development, and if necessary, specific plans for further
development, Factors/hurdles/Resources required for development or utilization (D/U) and
availability of resources therefore

2. Proprietary Position:
Type and scope of IP anticipated, Competitive IP environment, Strength of IP, Geographic
regions in which IP may be obtained;

3. Competive Environment:
Potential infringement issues, Competing technologies, Competitive advantages (features or
benefits that significantly exceed those of products currently on the market, cost effectiveness

4. Market Attractiveness:
Unmet needs, Market size, Customer education requirements, Barriers to market, Geographical
considerations;

5. Manufacturability:
Special skills/tools/materials/facilities required, Complexity, Quality control, Environmental
health and safety;
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6. Regulatory Issues facing product approval, manufacture and sale, including state, federal,
industrial regulations, or self directed limitations;

7. Time to market;
Including technical/market impact, Anticipated market changes, Pricing factors, competition,
and regulations;

8. Organizational Factors;
Advancement of and relevance to the mission of URI, Economic development in Rhode Island
and/or the region, Generation of research funding, Improvement or protection of the
environment, Ability of URI to market, manage and support the IP, Avoidance of creating a
conflict of interest;

9. Resources Required vs. Benefits: weighing resources required (e.g. time and money required
for: technology transfer management, IP protection, development, manufacturing, operating) vs.
benefits (e.g. furthering the mission of URI or other organizational factors, revenues);

10. Inventor(s) interest and participation in the technology transfer process, including knowledge
of the art and market, and past experience with technology transfer.
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
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Appendix D
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The Patent Application Process
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Section 4

Section 5
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